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I am a contributor to the modern antitrust movement that aims to take on market power in all sectors of the economy, including digital platforms. The largest digital platforms are enormous and there are a number of antitrust investigations and actions that indicate a widespread concern about competition problems with those platforms. However, it is not correct to equate “big” with “bad.” Economists have tools to identify consumer harm, or “bad.” These tools can locate and analyze the source of market power whether it lies in a small platform or a large one. Sometimes large firms have market power in a particular market. Sometimes competition problems arise in smaller markets with smaller firms, while other big markets are competitive. Every pattern is possible. The critical point is that consumers deserve to be protected from market power whatever its source. The merger between Microsoft and Activision Blizzard is an example that illustrates the difference between size and harm. The way competition will be affected by this merger forms the basis for my belief that the merger does not pose a competitive harm and, in contrast, is likely to promote competition in a variety of markets to the benefit of consumers and game developers.

Consumers and workers will be better protected if analysts and authorities can prevent market power from becoming established, and if they can erode market power that is already entrenched. This task has proven to be more difficult in the digital context than the industrial ‘smokestack’ context for a variety of reasons. The economics literature offers general principles that can help guide enforcement in
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digital markets. For example, it is generally beneficial to prevent markets with network effects from tipping to one supplier as that preserves competition in the market. Encouraging multihoming is good for consumers as that intensifies head-to-head competition between platforms. And, of course opening up existing bottlenecks increases competition.

Consider the console market. Sony’s PlayStation has an installed base that is two times as big as Microsoft’s Xbox worldwide and 50 percent larger in the United States. While recent Xbox sales have at times been close to par with PlayStation, PlayStation’s share of the latest generation of consoles is expected to be more similar to its share of the installed base once chip shortages ease. Both Xbox and PlayStation (and indeed Nintendo’s Switch as well) rely on their own vertically integrated content as well as content written by independent developers. Owned content can be written to run on multiple platforms, like Microsoft’s Minecraft, or can be exclusive, like Sony’s God of War Ragnarök, which is exclusive to PlayStation. A platform sometimes compensates independent developers to make a game exclusive on their platform and withhold it from competitors. For example, the current version of Square Enix’s Final Fantasy VII Remake is available on PlayStation and Windows PC, but not on Microsoft’s Xbox. A platform’s exclusive content attracts users to the platform and investing in exclusive content is part of the way in which Sony and Microsoft have been competing for years. Sony’s large collection of exclusive content and roughly two thirds of the installed base of the two platforms is evidence of Sony’s effectiveness at using this strategy.

Gaming platforms have positive indirect network effects because developers wish to write for platforms with players, while players want to use a platform with lots of attractive content. However, when users want to join the platform where other users are, markets are “tippy” and are at risk of collapsing to a monopoly market structure. For this reason, a regulator might be concerned that transactions or contracts by the larger platform could exclude the smaller one. A smaller platform, should it become further disadvantaged, could lose more users to the larger platform and end up in a downward spiral and out of the market. So far, the strategy of investing in exclusive games has not led to tipping in the console market as, despite its smaller share, Microsoft has been able to attract users and content to Xbox and put competitive pressure on Sony’s PlayStation. And Sony has continued to invest in additional exclusive content for PlayStation in recent times, without review by regulators. Clearly, if the dominant platform’s acquisition of content does not raise competitive concerns, the smaller platform’s acquisition of content does not either. Indeed, to the extent a regulator wants to promote competitive balance
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between platforms, it would prefer that attractive content be obtained by the smaller platform; this works against tipping and is procompetitive.

One important reason why the console market has not tipped is because of the popularity of games that users play with their friends (or with other unknown players). A game has positive direct network effects when players and friends can play with each other. To take advantage of the network effects, many games (and platforms) enable “cross-platform play.” This is essentially interoperability across platforms so that gamers from different platforms can play the same game together, undercutting the need for gamers to buy the same console. For example, a group of friends can play Call of Duty together when two play on a PC, several have an Xbox, and the rest own a PlayStation. The more friends who can play together, the higher the quality of the game and the more players it attracts. Cross-platform play and the quality of service it creates is so highly valued by players that today it is very hard for a multiplayer game to be a big hit without it. Withholding the game from a rival platform causes both a drop in revenue due to lost sales from the excluded platform as well as reductions in usage on the home platform by groups of friends who want to play together and other players adversely impacted by the reduced play quality. Those friends will simply choose another game with cross-play functionality – and there are many. By contrast, a single-player game does not need cross-platform play to create match quality. This may be why we see much of the exclusive content on consoles being single-player games. And these are the reasons why it is in Microsoft’s interest to distribute Call of Duty widely across multiple platforms and why it has committed to regulators to do so.

Consider video distribution today and the fact that households multihome across many services like Netflix, Disney, and Hulu. This kind of multihoming works smoothly because the TV is a general-purpose device that is not specific to the content of any service: it can be used to watch all of them. There is some chance that part of the gaming market demands similar video game subscription services and is willing to play on a general-purpose device. Of course, hard-core gaming enthusiasts will probably want a fancy dedicated piece of hardware and there may always be products specifically for them. And casual gamers may be happy to play puzzles and simple games on less sophisticated devices, like their mobile phones. But there could be a group of households that want to subscribe to a broad collection of games of different types that provide an engaging user experience without investing in a top-of-the-line gaming computer. Microsoft’s Game Pass - its multi-game subscription service - is designed to appeal to this group and will become more appealing with the addition of Activision content.

One advantage of a multi-game subscription service is there is no cost for subscribers to trying a new game included in the package. This ability to try additional games at zero marginal cost encourages players to explore new content and increases output. A multi-game subscription service also creates incentives for the provider to make additional investments in niche content. This is because subscriber behavior generates useful data about what the subscribers like, and this can be used by the provider to create and promote appealing content. To the extent device-agnostic gaming develops, for example
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through a multipurpose controller attached to a smart TV, users will easily be able to multihome and the network effects due to the device will disappear leaving the network effects due to the game to predominate. Multihoming intensifies competition between providers of games because users do not have switching costs associated with different devices. That more intense competition manifests itself in lower game prices and better game content. And users whose tastes or free time changes can switch from a subscription on a generic device to a subscription on a console, or buy single games to play on a dedicated console if that is a more appealing package.

Lastly, consider the monopoly app stores on mobile devices – the Apple App Store on iOS devices and Google Play on Android devices. These stores take a 30% cut of all in-app purchases such as costumes, powers, functionality, subscriptions, and other content. That is a sizeable fraction of an app developer’s revenue and lowers the return to investing in these businesses. Competition between stores that want to distribute popular games would lower developer distribution costs and increase quality. Stores would compete for developers with lower fees and better functionality, and stores would compete for consumers through innovation, curation, and design. For example, perhaps Disney would offer a store with only content suitable for children. Perhaps a green organization would offer a store with a variety of apps designed to help users reduce their carbon footprint. The gaming company Epic (maker of Fortnite) wants to offer its own store with games and apps that will help Epic market its metaverse. In general, app store operators can have different business models and goals that are attractive to end users as well as developers.

In Europe, the Digital Markets Act (DMA) will require operating systems to allow alternative app stores, sideloading of apps, and provide FRAND prices and conditions. It seems likely that Apple and Google’s mobile operating systems will be designated given their high usage in Europe. While in an ideal world the DMA would just smoothly lead to the entry of app stores, the real world is likely to be bumpier. The mobile operating systems will have to create technical standards and rules for entering stores. There will be technical requirements to meet in order to preserve security and privacy. Additionally, the DMA is a new law and there will likely be legal hurdles to surmount. A successful app store entrant will need technological and legal skills to succeed as well as a significant financial incentive to make the effort worthwhile. The combination of Microsoft and Activision fits that description and is therefore likely to help break the mobile app distribution bottleneck in Europe. Once there is competition in mobile app stores in Europe, global platforms may decide it is simpler and lower cost to roll out the technology in the United States as well. Alternatively, if they maintain the status quo, governments and regulators in the US may decide that app store competition should be mandated in order to benefit consumers and developers in the United States.
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Microsoft’s popular products like Windows are hard to link to gaming in a way that generates a theory of harm. Cloud gaming is a nascent technology that does not yet have a compelling use case. The quality of general purpose devices like mobile handsets is growing so fast that many complicated games can be played locally on the device and do not need extra computational power from the cloud. Latency – how long it takes for the instruction to shoot my opponent to get from my finger, to the server, into the game, and back to my screen – can be significant and degrade the quality of fast-paced games run in the cloud. No one likes their character to be killed immediately every time they enter the game.

Furthermore, running cloud servers is expensive (electricity and carbon), so unless cloud gaming provides a significant competitive advantage, providers will not build a business model around it. Microsoft, Google, Amazon, Tencent, IBM, Sony and others have assets they could use to potentially enter and compete to provide cloud services in gaming if the right use case arose.

Microsoft is a large company by revenue and market capitalization, and this acquisition, at almost $70 billion, is certainly big. But corporate size is not what determines the nature of competition that affects consumers, nor the nature or existence of any harm caused by a particular merger. Rather, it is necessary to analyze competition in a specific setting -- which might be a conventional existing market with known competitors like the console market. But alternatively, the setting could be an existing market with a nascent entrant preparing to create competition for incumbents; or the setting could be a future market, but one where we can see competitors developing products today. Many manifestations of competition are possible. But regardless of the size of the corporations involved, we can use economic tools to analyze competition and determine whether a merger is likely to harm consumers and competition. It is important to distinguish between size and harm, lest our efforts to address the very real concerns posed by digital platforms are misplaced and wasted.